
Year 6: ‘My Learning Newsletter 11’

A message from your teachers...  

Hello Year 6, 

Thank you all for sending in your wonderful Yearbook entries this past week; we can’t 
wait to put these together for you! We have loved reading about your proudest moments 
and favourite memories. We have so many favourite memories of each and every one of 

you and countless moments when you have all made us incredibly proud, like you 
continue to do so. 

This week, just as before, you will find slides organised into Maths and English activities 
for you to complete as well as an art project we would love you to get involved with. We 

would also love for you to send in recorded parts which we can use for a ‘virtual leavers’ 
assembly’. As always, try your very best with the work and we look forward to speaking 

with you on the phone to see how you are getting on.

With love, 
Miss Doughty, Miss Reddington, Mrs Godfrey, Mrs Wear and Mrs O’Doherty x

English

Please remember to keep logging onto Reading Plus for 45 minutes each day to keep 
improving your reading comprehension skills. 

Maths

Please remember to log onto Times Table Rockstars and Top Marks Maths daily to 
keep improving your mental arithmetic skills. 

Remember to Keep Active! See our Useful Links Page for more details

PSHE: Transition to secondary school 

As your time in Y6 will soon be coming to an end and you are getting ready 
to take the next big step in your life, over the coming weeks we want to talk 
about the feelings you may experience when moving on from primary to 
secondary school. You may have many mixed emotions about going to a new 
school which are completely normal and to be expected. Lots of you will be 
excited about the new opportunities your new school may bring, but you may 
also feel a little nervous about the unknown. 

It is a very exciting time for you all but undoubtedly there may be feelings of 
worry or thoughts about challenges you feel you will have to face. We will 
look at ways in which we can tackle these challenges and identify sources of 
support and information available to you. 

Your task: There are lots of ways that the challenges of secondary school 
can be managed. On Resource Card One you will find a list of challenges 
you may or may not encounter when you move on to secondary school. 

Your task is to complete the table by thinking about how you could manage 
these particular challenges NOW e.g. look at the new school website. You 
will also consider how you could manage these challenges in the FUTURE. 
e.g. talk to a teacher at your new school. 

Add your solutions to the respective columns of the table. 

 



Maths - Algebra: Substitution 

Use Your Head!
 

Problem solving



Maths - Algebra: Identifying pairs of values

Use Your Head!

●
●

√

√



Maths - Algebra: Sequences

1.)   6, 8, 10, 12 ...                                                    
5th term =                                 6th term = 

2.)   4, 7, 10, 13 ...                                                      
5th term =                                 8th term = 

3.)   6, 11, 16, 21 ...                                                   
6th term =                                 8th term = 

4.)   10, 9, 8, 7, 6 ...                                                  
8th term =                                 10th term = 

        



Monday Literacy - Model text

Swamp Monsters

Do you ever wonder what might be lurking in the murky swamps of our world? Rumour has it that the fabled swamp monster is not just a creature mentioned in myth and 
legend but it actually exists! Now is your chance to find out all that has been discovered about this unique being.

Swamp monsters are rumoured to inhabit the most remote and humid swamps of the Amazon rainforest. Living in total solitude, it is believed that there is, perhaps, only 
one swamp monster on our planet, making it a mystery how they reproduce. Dr Patrick Thurston - world renowned monsterologist from Bristol University - could perhaps 
be the only living person ever to see this magnificent creature: “You cannot believe the pure majesty of the swamp monster. They seem as if they are ‘one with the swamp’ 
living in pure harmony with their habitat.”

Swamp monsters don’t just live in swamps they resemble them. Being experts in camouflage, they are indistinguishable from their environment. Their bodies are made 
from this environment: limbs of gnarled branches, incredibly long fingers and glowing, iridescent hair which changes colour to match their mood. The most incredible 
thing about a swamp monster is that they have translucent breathing tubes meaning they can stay underwater indefinitely but continue to breathe.

Have you ever wondered what a swamp monster eats? Their diet consists of herons, rats and even alligators which they hypnotise with their ever-staring, haunting eyes. 
Transfixed, any animal is helpless to the swamp monster who squeezes the life from them with its lean, powerful limbs. The swamp monster’s tongue has the ability to 
taste the air; this allows it to identify when its prey is close by.

If you are now tempted to try and spot a swamp monster, we advise extreme caution! This beautiful but deadly creature should be left in solitude to be studied only by 
experts trained in monsterology.

World famous monster expert Professor Behemoth is putting together a Monsterology of different types of monsters and beasts. He has spent years researching all sorts of 
weird and wonderful monsters and has a wide variety for his encyclopedia. Your job, is to provide the professor with another entry for his book by writing an information 
text about a made up monster or beast. To get us started, let’s read a fictional information text about swamp monsters. 



Monday Literacy - Vocabulary



Tuesday Literacy - An information toolkit 

…



Wednesday Literacy - Formality 



Thursday Literacy - Topic sentences 

●

●

●



Friday Literacy - New ideas   



Friday Literacy - New ideas   

Appearance
❖

❖

❖

❖

Habitat
❖

❖

❖

❖

Diet
❖

❖

❖

❖

Abilities 
❖

❖

❖

❖

Friends/ enemies
❖

❖

❖

❖

Weapons/powers
❖

❖

❖

❖



Art

Draw your HOPES

 

Optimism and Aspiration



Leavers’ Assembly 

…

 

mailto:yearsix@st-aloysius.co.uk


PSHE - Resource Card One

Task: Challenge How could you manage this 
challenge now? 

How could you manage this 
challenge in the future? 

Getting lost around the new school

Not being in the same class as friends

Having more homework

Big lunch hall and choosing a meal

Don’t understand new subjects

Not knowing the rules and getting a 
detention


